BF200
200 hp 4-stroke Outboard Engine

Honda V6 engine
Honda’s high torque 3.5 litre V6, with 24 valves and programmed fuel injection, provides incredible performance right through the engine range.

Electronic ignition
Programmed electronic ignition, providing precision, efficiency and optimum performance.

Programmed fuel injection
PGM-FI multi-port fuel injection delivers class-leading fuel economy.

Variable air intake
Variable air intake port system (VAIS) gives high performance that competes with direct injection 2-strokes.

Twin rigging
V6 at 60° design, allowing twin rigging within minimum transom space.

Safe operation
A range of features including oil pressure alert, start-in-gear protection and a wrist-fit engine kill-switch inspire confidence.

NMEA 2000 compliant
This allows users to connect the engine to an ever increasing variety of electronic equipment such as chart plotters, fish finders and navigation equipment.

Hydrodynamic gear casing
New low drag gear case with improved streamlining enhances overall performance.

Counter rotating model option
Eliminates torque effect steering when used in twin-rigging applications.

Boosted Low Speed Torque (BLAST™)
System advances ignition timing during full-throttle acceleration, resulting in explosive hole shot torque.

The BF200 is an almighty force, with proven V6 technology, 24 valves and programmed fuel injection. Honda’s innovative BLAST™ system offers explosive low speed acceleration whilst the unique ECOMo feature ensures optimal fuel economy at low speeds. Cruising is as smooth as it is enjoyable due to the Variable air intake system controlling the volume and velocity of air in the combustion chamber.

Price (incl. VAT)

*subject to an annual service